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Abstract
In today's research environment, the chief platforms of development tend to be high-end
workstations or supercomputers running some variant of the UNIX operating system. While
these platforms are powerful and robust, non-computer scientists generally view them as cumbersome and diÆcult to learn. This serves as part of the motivation that lead to the development of NetSolve, a system that allows for seamless access to computational software and
hardware resources. Our approach is to implement a client/agent/server system that provides
a uniform, intuitive interface to high-performance components.
This article provides an introduction to the NetSolve software system that includes load
balancing techniques, dynamic scheduling heuristics and fault tolerance. We discuss parallelization and other optimization strategies that we employ to improve performance. We then
brie y discuss the use of NetSolve at the ARL MSRC and how our extensions to Netsolve using Kerberos V5 allow current MSRC users transparent o site authentication, while allowing
system adminstrators ne grained access control to the computational resources.

Introduction
As researchers discover new and innovative ways to harness computational resources and make them
available for high-performance applications, the emergence of Grid [4] systems and Grid computing
concepts are constant. The Grid analogy is to that of the electrical power grid into which we

unwittingly plug components ranging from toasters to laptop computers without regard for the
source of electric current which may be hundreds of miles away. The vision for Computational
Grids is one which has users similarily \plugging in" and seamlessly accessing the resources they
need regardless of the geographic location, ownership or component architecture of that resource.

Grid Concepts
The ideal Grid will be:


Ubiquitous



Heterogeneous



Secure The Grid must provide assurances to both the user and the service provider.



Reliable Although the number and availability of the components of a Grid are expected



EÆcient The quality of the service provided by the Grid must be very high, and, therefore,

A user must be able to easily and conveniently locate, access and use computational resources
regardless of his own location our computational environment. The Grid should therefore be
expansive so as not to prevent non-previleged users from reaping the bene ts of the level of
resource connectivity that we experience today.
Numerous organizations and institutions have conceived, researched and developed Computational Grid systems. While each of these systems have the same overarching goals, their
perspectives and approaches di er. Thusly, they all maintain custom usage models, architectures and components, protocols and security infrastructures. They likewise pose unique
advantages and disadvantages in terms of ease-of-use, ease-of-administration, application integration, exibility, etc. It is unlikely that any one of these systems will emerge as the Grid
system of choice as their varying features and functionalities appeal to di erent user communities. Therefore, the Grid must be able to support an environment of heterogeneous Grid
Systems. Standards must be developed, and both policy and infrastructure are needed to
support inter-system transactions if the concept of the Grid is to be realized.
The
user must be assured of the quality and accuracy of the service he is being provided, while
the service provider must be convinced that he can determine who he wishes to access his
resources and control the level and amount of access authorized users have. The service
provider must also have a high degree of con dence that his system will not be compromised
either by hackers or innocent, yet improper programming or software.
to (and will) vary dynamically, this fact should be practically hidden from the user, and
alternate, if less reliable, resources should be made available.
the impact of system overhead must be carefully considered. Although, performance might be
less important when there is no other viable solution, one of the primary motivating factors
to the conception of the Grid was to make supercomputer power generally available, and in
some cases, harness supercomputers to provide performance higher than that available from
any single machine.



Scalable The system must be able to deal with both a large-scale number of components

and users at the same time without compromising the service that any single user would get.
Though this is a very lofty goal, systems already exist that detect and use idle computer
cycles to service requests. Many groups are also investigating the concepts of co-reservation
and co-allocation in order to schedule numerous resources for simultaneous access by a single
service. These strategies can be combined to provide users with the appearance of constant
availability of resources.

The NetSolve Approach
NetSolve is a resource management system that uses remote procedure call (RPC) mechanisms
to provide access to otherwise disparate resources. NetSolve was conceived as a way to relieve the
computational scientist of the burden of installing and maintaining complex scienti c codes, yet
still providing them with total access to the software.
This article serves to introduce the user to the NetSolve system and show how it can be used to easily
and seamlessly enable the use of widely distributed computational resources. Of primary focus is
the Matlab interface to the NetSolve system, as this is the interface of choice used by researchers
at the Army Research Laboratory. We give a general overview of the NetSolve project as well as
details about the Matlab client interface. We then discuss our interactions with the Kerberos V5
environment to provide authentication and access control. To conclude, we point to similar researh
e orts in the area of Grid computing.

The NetSolve Computational Environment
The NetSolve project is being developed at the University of Tennessee's Innovative Computing
Laboratory of the Computer Science Department. Its original motivation was to alleviate the
diÆculties that domain scientists encounter when trying to locate/install/use numerical software,
especially on multiple platforms. Today, the name NetSolve has become a misnomer, as the system
has evolved into much more than a way to access numerical solver routines. NetSolve provides
an environment that monitors and manages computational resources, both hardware and software,
and allocates the services they provide to NetSolve-enabled client programs. It incorporates load
balancing and scheduling strategies to distribute tasks evenly amongst servers. Built upon standard
Internet protocols, like TCP/IP sockets, it is available for all popular variants of the UNIX operating
system, and parts of the system are available for the Microsoft Windows '95, '98, '00 and NT
platforms.
Figure 1 shows the infrastructure of the NetSolve system and its relation to the applications that
use it. NetSolve and systems like it are often referred to as Grid Middleware; this gure helps to
make the reason for this terminology clearer. The shaded parts of the gure represent the NetSolve
system. It can be seen that NetSolve acts as glue layer that brings the application or user together
with the hardware and/or software it needs to complete useful tasks.

At the top tier, the NetSolve client library is linked in with the user's application. The application then makes calls to NetSolve's application programming interface (API) for speci c services.
Through the API, NetSolve client-users gain access to aggregate resources without the users needing to know anything about computer networking or distributed computing. In fact, the user does
not even have to know remote resources are involved. NetSolve currently supports the C, FORTRAN, Matlab, and Mathematica programming interfaces as languages of implementation for client
programs. Section discusses the client interface from the perspective of Matlab users in detail.
The NetSolve agent represents the gateway to the NetSolve system. It maintains a database of
NetSolve servers along with their capabilities (hardware performance and allocated software) and
dynamic usage statistics. It uses this information to allocate server resources for client requests.
The agent, in its resource allocation mechanism, attempts to nd the server that will service the
request the quickest, balance the load amongst its servers and keep track of failed servers. Requests
are directed away from failed servers. The agent also adds fault-tolerant features that attempt to
use every appropriate server until it nds one that successfully services the request.
The NetSolve server is the computational backbone of the system. It is a daemon process that awaits
client requests. The server can run on single workstations, clusters of workstations, symmetric
multi-processors or machines with massively parallel processors. A key component of the NetSolve
server is a source code generator which parses a NetSolve problem description le (PDF). This PDF
contains information that allows the NetSolve system to create new modules and incorporate new
functionalities. In essence, the PDF de nes a wrapper that NetSolve uses to call the function being
incorporated.

The Status Of NetSolve
Version 1.3 was released in May of 2000. Features implemented in this release include a Java
GUI to aid in the creation of PDFs, a Microsoft Excel interface, more object datatypes, more
server modules included with the distribution, and enhanced load balancing among other things.
NetSolve-1.3, including APIs for the Win32 platform, can be downloaded from the project web site
at
. NetSolve has been recognized as a signi cant e ort in research
and development, and was named in R&D Magazine's top 100 list for 1999. The reader is directed
to [1] for further details of the system not discussed in this article.

www.cs.utk.edu/netsolve

The Matlab Client
The key feature of NetSolve is its ability to extend the capabilities of programming languages, like
C or Fortran, or that of problem solving environments (PSE), like Matlab [10] or Mathematica [11].
This section focuses on the Matlab interface and shows how NetSolve i) increases the functions
available from this PSE and ii) distributes the workload of this PSE to multiple workstations.
Many computational scientists see computers and programs, not as an end in itself, but as a means
to an end { in other words, they are not overly concerned with the algorithmic implementations of

linear solvers and partial di erential equations; of prime interest are the scienti c results attained
with the help of computers, albeit in biology, chemistry, or nuclear engineering. Many times they
are not expert programmers, and thus a programming environment like Matlab appeals to them.

Matlab
Matlab is a PSE that integrates a high-level programming language, numerical computations
and visualization capabilities. At its core, it provides hundreds of functions well-suited for a variety
of domains, including statistical analysis, mathematical modelling, and scienti c engineering. The
fact that the language is interpreted means that users can interactively de ne data sets and initiate
computations, but this fact doesn't preclude writing complex scripts or programs that contain large
series of instructions. MATLAB is used in a variety of application areas including signal and image
processing, control system design, nancial engineering, and medical research.

Extending Matlab with NetSolve
Matlab has the capability of dynamically linking with libraries, called mex les, and then calling the functions available within these mex les to leverage their functionality. The NetSolve
client layer can be compiled into a set of mex les, whose functionality is to interact with the NetSolve agent and server components. The two main functions of this interface are netsolve() and
netsolve nb(); they make blocking and non-blocking calls to NetSolve, respectively. (The other
functions are concerned with error handling.) The netsolve() call blocks until such time as the
results are available or an error has occured; the netsolve nb() call returns immediately, passing
the user a \handle" to the request. This handle can later be used to probe the system to see if the
results are available and gather them when they are.
Figure 2 helps to show what the programming code would look like before and after the NetSolve
API has been integrated. The code on the left handside is making a call to a Matlab native function
to multiply two matrices A and B and store the result in C. The call to NetSolve, on the right handside
of the gure, is asking to achieve the same end.
The (hidden) semantics of a NetSolve request are:
1. Client contacts the agent for a list of capable servers.
2. Client contacts server and sends input parameters.
3. Server runs appropriate service.
There are many advantages to using a system like NetSolve from within an environment like Matlab.
Although within its framework, Matlab has many functions available, NetSolve provides an easy
and seamless way to integrate new functions into the Matlab interface. Furthermore, these functions
are not available solely from Matlab, but from the other supported interface languages, and any

other PSE into which NetSolve has been integrated. Also, none of the many functions supported
by Matlab are supported in their parallel form. The nature of NetSolve is such that virtually any
software can be integrated into the system, which includes modules that execute in parallel, like
those from the ScaLAPACK [3] or PETSc [2] libraries. In the example of Fig. 2, the possibility
exists for the matmul module of the NetSolve system to be a parallel code running on a cluster of
machines, whereas in the ordinary Matlab call, there is no other possibility but for the code to run
on solely on the local host, in serial, even when the machine has multiple processors.
Using the non-blocking interface to NetSolve, one can achieve simple, yet highly-e ective, levels
of parallelism by making simultaneous invocations of the NetSolve system which would then be
serviced on multiple server hosts. Again, there is currently no other way to leverage multiple
processors within the Matlab environment using ordinary Matlab techniques. In this way, NetSolve
can make the power of supercomputers accessible from low-end machines like laptop computers.
Furthermore, as explained above, NetSolve adds scheduling heuristics that attempt to nd the
most expeditious route to solve any given problem.
The power of NetSolve can easily be shown by the mode with which it is used at the Army Research
Laboratory's (ARL) Integrated Modeling and Testing group. Here, the Matlab interface of NetSolve
is used to provide Microsoft Windows NT users with access to high performance numerical routines
that then run on supercomputers, like their SGI Origin 2000. Though high-performance code
development seldom takes place in Microsoft's user-friendly environment, users are not restricted
from invoking complex codes in a highly expedient manner from this setting.

Kerberos Authentication
Interaction in a Grid or any distributed environment ultimately demands that there are reassuring
mechanisms in place to restrict and control access to computational resources and sensitive information. In the latest version of NetSolve, we have introduced the ability to generate access control lists
which are used to grant and deny access to the NetSolve servers. We use Kerberos V5 [8] services
to add this functionality to NetSolve, as it is one of the most trusted and popular infrastructures
for authentication services.
The server implements access control via a simple list of Kerberos principal names. In Kerberos
nomenclature, a principal is a string that uniquely identi es a user or service within Kerberos; it
is usually comprised of a name (often a UNIX username) and a realm, which de nes the Kerberos
\domain." This list of principals is maintained by the NetSolve server administrator and is kept
in a text le which is consulted by the server. This text le is readable and writeable only by the
user under whose previleges the server is being run. (NetSolve servers run in user space and don't
require root previleges to be installed.) A request to a NetSolve server must be made on behalf
of one of those principal names. If the principal name associated with the Kerberos credentials in
the request appears in the list, and the credentials are otherwise valid, the request will be honored.
Otherwise, the request will be denied.

Since the NetSolve server was not designed to run as a set-uid program, it is not currently feasible
to have the NetSolve server run processes using the user-id of the particular user who submitted
the request. NetSolve thus uses its own service principal name of \netsolve" rather than using
the \host" principal. What this means (among other things) is that service principals need to be
generated for each of your NetSolve servers, even if host principals are in place.
Figure 3 illustrates the NetSolve/Kerberos interactions that take place when a NetSolve service is
being requested. A user rst authenticates himself to Kerberos using a Kerberos utility like kinit.
Through this utility, he talks to the Authentication Service on the Key Distribution Center (KDC)
to get a Ticket Granting Ticket(TGT). This ticket is encrypted with the user's password.
When the user wants to talk to a Kerberized NetSolve server, he uses the TGT to talk to the Ticket
Granting Service (TGS) (which also runs on the KDC). The TGS veri es his identity using the
TGT and issues a ticket for the NetSolve service. The user can then pass this service ticket to the
Server who will verify his credentials and check to see if he is an authorized user. If so, he will grant
the requested services to client.
The reason the TGT exists is so a user does not have to enter in their password every time they
wish to connect to a Kerberized service or keep a copy of their password around. If the TGT is
compromised, an attacker can only masquerade as a user until the ticket expires.
The NetSolve system supports the interoperation of Kerberized and non-Kerberized components.
In either case the client sends a request to the server, and the established protocol dictates that,
if required, the server must send an explicit request for authentication. At this point, the client
can either abort the transaction (knowing it doesn't have the proper credentials) or attempt to
authenticate itself to receive proper servicing. Currently there is no mechanism to allow the client
to insist on authentication of the server - a Kerberized client will happily talk with either Kerberized
or non-Kerberized servers.
This version of Kerberized NetSolve performs no encryption of the data exchanged among NetSolve
clients, servers, or agents, Nor is there any integrity protection for the data stream.

Related Systems
Ninf [9] is an ongoing global computing infrastructure project which allows users to access computational resources including hardware, software and scienti c data distributed across a wide area
network with an easy-to-use interface. The architecture of this system bares many similarities with
that of NetSolve; in fact, in the past collaborative e orts have been made to create \bridges" that
enable the two systems to leverage each other's components.
The Globus [5] project has a somewhat di erent scope than that of NetSolve. Although they
both aim to aggregate computational resources, Globus' thrust seems to be towards supercomputer

components, whereas NetSolve targets any scientist of engineer and provide them with high-levels
of service regardless of the infrastructure available to them.
Legion [6] is an object-based meta-computing software project. It is designed to scale to up to
a system of \millions of hosts and trillions of objects, tied together with high-speed links." The
Legion system has support for data management, fault tolerance, site autonomy and a wide range
of security options.
Condor [7] is a meta-computing system of a slightly di erent avor. The idea behind Condor is to
use potentially idle cpu cycles to service needy processes. It monitors workstations and whenever
it detects idleness (the meaning of which is set by the owner of the workstation) it schedules
that workstation to receive tasks. Whenever the workstation should become non-idle, it preempts
currently running tasks and schedules them to run on a di erent host.

Conclusion
The NetSolve system is an enabling toolkit that has the ability to harness computational resources
into a single virtual machine. These computational resources include both hardware and software
components. NetSolve also provides the tools to extend its capabilities. The Kerberos extensions of
NetSolve provide it with trusted mechanisms by which to control access to computational resources.
As the system continues to mature, NetSolve will continue to emerge as one of the more popular
Grid systems of choice.
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Figure 1: Architectural Overview of the NetSolve System

...

...

A = load(input_matrix1);
B = load(input_matrix2);
C = matmul(A, B);

A = load(input_matrix1);
B = load(input_matrix2);
C = netsolve(‘matmul‘, A, B);
...

...

Figure 2: Sample Matlab code: Left side before NetSolve, right side after NetSolve integration
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Figure 3: NetSolve/Kerberos Interaction: A NetSolve server "registers" its services with the KDC,
which authenticates clients wanting to use that service within NetSolve. The NetSolve server
becomes a Kerberos service and the NetSolve client becomes a Kerberos client as well.

